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Dear Parents,

Greetings of the Season and warm wishes to
you!

As we come close to the end of the academic
year 2016-17, we would like to thank you all
for the faith, trust and commitment in us
and your great role in making the academic
year a success.

We are very proud of students who
participated in various inter-school
competitions and have brought laurels to our
school in various fields.

We have introduced and successfully
implemented programs like the “ORCHIDS
CAREER FOUNDATION PROGRAM” and
“ORCHIDS PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
PROGRAM” for our students of Grades I to
VIII. We have also exposed our K 1 and K 2
students to special activities this month.

We would like to reiterate that we will
continue to put your child first in everything
we do.

Warm Regards,

PRINCIPAL.
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Orchids The International School, BTM 
Layout has emerged as most deserving 
school for the Asia Education Leadership 
Awards 2017 in the category of "Leading 
International School for Academic 
Excellence".

The award ceremony was held on 25th 
February in Delhi. The Chief Guest for 
the event was Shri. Jagdish D. Tytler and 
Shri. Rajiv Mishra.

It was indeed a proud moment for the 
Principal, Ms Parvathy Seshadri, to have 
received the award on behalf of the 
entire team.

SOF-10th International Mathematics 
Olympiad:
“An equation means nothing to me unless it 
expresses a thought of God” - Srinivasa 
Ramanujan
The Olympiad exam develops the knowledge, 
skills, attitudes necessary to pursue further 
studies in mathematics. It gives a chance to 
students to identify, think critically, symbolise 
& use mathematical relationships in everyday 
life.
We are happy to announce the Winners of the 
SOF-10th International Mathematics Olympiad 
Exam. We wish all the participants and 
congratulate the winners.
Grade I: Rohan Chowdary - Gold Medal, 

Saloni Mudholkar-Silver Medal, 
SaiTanav M -Bronze Medal

Grade II: Tvisha Arava-Gold Medal, 
Jaisana Balamurugan-Silver Medal, 
Aryan Kasture-Bronze Medal

Grade III: - Isha Kabra- Gold Medal,  
Venkata Ram Sudaksh- Silver 

Medal,                  
Kriteesh Sharma-Bronze Medal

Grade IV: Srinika Warrier-Gold Medal, 
Kiritic R S- Silver Medal, 
Arihant Kaul-Bronze Medal

Grade V: Abdul Azeez Roddam-Gold Medal



WE ARE PROUD OF OUR 
ORCHIDIANS!

SpellBee International-Level 1

Inter-School Winner:
M. Ganeshwar - Grade IE 

School Toppers:
Tvisha Arava - Grade II D, 
Maaz Prajapati - Grade III B, 
Rithikaa Rangarajan- Grade IV B
Mohammed Zeeshan Javed -
Grade VIA, Sarah  Shivakumar -
Grade VII A
Greekshith Mahesh Babu - Grade 
VIIIA
All the winners of SpellBee
competition Level-1 are awarded 
with medals, certificates and are 
qualified to take part in the State 
Level SpellBee Competition.
Many congratulations to our 
dear students and best wishes 
for the State Level Competition. 



We are proud of you, Bhuvan!

Bhuvan Krishna of Grade III has 
been victorious in the National 
Round of India Spell Bee/ 
Karnataka Spell Bee of the Maars 
International Spell Bee . He has 
now qualified for the International 
Prelims round. 

The National Round was held in 
Bangalore university Campus 
Venkata Giri Gowda auditorium on 
28th Feburary 2017.

OISB-Training on Lesson Plan: 
“By failing to prepare, you are 
preparing to fail.” - Benjamin Franklin.

K 2 Parent Orientation  Program 
was conducted on 4th March 2017. 
This program was aimed at making 
the Transition from K2  to Grade I 
easy for both, the Parents and the 
students.



OISB-Training on Lesson Plan: 

Ms Karen Oliver and Dr. R. Chithra of TISB 
academy with their rich expertise in the 
field of education and training conducted 2 
days workshop on Thursday and Friday, 
16th and 17th February, 2017 about the 
“Effective Lesson Plan” for the deputy 
leaders and the teachers of all the 
branches of Orchids The International 
School.

The session focused on aims and objectives 
of a lesson plan, effective and ineffective 
learning objective, SMART learning 
objective, key components of lesson plan, 
and Bloom’s Taxonomy terms in lesson 
plan. At the end of the workshop teachers 
prepared subject specific lesson plan in 
groups and it was critically analyzed by the 
trainers as well as the members of the 
other group. It was a valuable and good 
learning experience for all the teachers.







Gargi-Grade II B





Accend Smart Greenhouse Classes

Introduction to Accend Smart 
Green house was given by Miss. 
Kriti (Trainer). All students from 
classes 6th, 7th & 8th have 
participated in Green house 
classes.

Topics Covered on the Overview 
of the following for past two 
weeks:

•Recent Trends in Agriculture,
•Green House
•Hydroponics
•Automation
•Physics: Sun Spectrum
•Chemistry: pH Values





A monument is a type of structure that 
was explicitly created to commemorate a 
person or event, or which has become 
important to a social group as a part of 
their remembrance of historic times or 
cultural heritage, or as an example of 
historic architecture.

As part of K1 and K2 theme India, 
children went to visit Vidhana soudha. 

Unannounced Fire Evacuation Drill

A school is a place in which a student 
learns about the ways and means to 
deal with unexpected emergencies. In 
order to ensure the readiness of all 
students and staff in the school, an 
unannounced evacuation drill was 
conducted on February 28th, 2017. 

All students were evacuated safely in 3 
minutes 32 seconds.

Pre Primary



Pre Nursery - Fun Mela

As culmination to theme “Fun &
Fantasy” for Grade Pre-nursery, at
Orchids The International School-
BTM Layout we had organized an
event ‘Fun Mela’ on 14th February
2017. Five fun game counters were
set up for the day. Parents along with
their child explored all the games.
Thus the day was filled with lot of fun
activities for both parent and child. As
a follow up activity children were
asked to color a star cut out and
prepare a magic wand.

Nursery – Feathers, Fur n More

We depend on forests for our survival, 

from the air we breathe to the wood 

we use. Besides providing habitats for 

animals and livelihoods for humans, 

forests also offer watershed 

protection, prevent soil erosion and 

mitigate climate change. Yet, despite 

our dependence on forests, we are 

still allowing them to disappear.

As part of the nursery theme Jungle, 

the classroom was decorated like a 

forest. Kids were very exicited to see 

different animals, they also got to 

know the importance of nature and 

how we depend on trees for our 

livelihood. Many games were set up 

for the kids to make it a memorable 

day.



Nursery – White Day

White is one of the most common colors in nature, the color of sunlight, 

snow, milk, chalk, limestone and other common minerals. In many cultures 

white represents or signifies purity, innocence and light, and is the 

symbolic opposite of black, or darkness. 

Children of nursery wore white coloured dress for white day, they were 

shown pictures like water bottle, cloud, t-shirt, pigeon. Children were so 

excited to see that their teeth was also white in colour with which they 

could easily understand the concept.

PN - Dress up as Creepy Crawly




